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We are pleased to announce the reappearance of the
AlQalam journal of medical and applied sciences
(AJMAS) having been interrupted for one year and
half, except for conference proceeding. The current
issue will be the first online issue under the
sponsorships of the University of Tripoli Alahlia
(UTA), Janzur, Libya.
Despite the uprising difficulties in Libya, we are
delighted to re-construct the journal’s earlier track
record funded by UTA. We assigned online
International Standard Serial Number (eISSN: 27077179), an international Identifier for serials and other
continuing resources, and also uploaded all previous

issues and conference proceeding on the new
webpage of the journal [1].
We are working to make this journal be indexed in
different online database and searching engine, which
will enhance the journal’s visibility and quality to
meet the global standards of scholarly publishing. We
would like to declare our gratitude to the auspices
host and counsellors who have supported the journal
from the inception of the journal. Their hard work and
ideal commitment were the source behind the welfare
of the journal and its reliability over the past 3 years.
Together, the editorial board attained the in-house
editorial review and construction (proofreading,
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copyediting, and layout editing), as well as other
editorial services starting with receiving the
submissions, scanning, managing the peer-review
process and correspond their comments to pass an
editorial decision and statement with authors with
aim of improving their production.
Today, AJMAS completes three years and steps into
the fourth year of its stage, with the motivation to
continual support of Libyan young scientist with their
academic carrier particularly at different stages and
landmarks to yield a productive work appear to the
rest of the world despite the disappointing situation
due to the COVID-19 outbreak. We should take the
opportunity now to thank the authors for choosing
AJMAS as their means of sharing their outcomes and
represent their insights. We also thank the reviewers
and the editorial team for their unceasing support and
perhaps most highly our readers who make it all
valuable.
Two volumes and three conference proceeding were
published including over 322 pages constructed by the
extensive insistence of the editorial team. We
thankfully declare that the first volume released
online were precisely within 5 working days of the
due date. In addition, the full text of journal appears
completely and freely open access for both authors
and readers.
AJMAS publishes reports in all areas of medical,
biomedical, life sciences, biotechnology, pharmacy,
nursing and other applied sciences. The journal allows
free access to its contents, which is likely to attract
more readers and citations [2]. Reports are published in
the form of editorial, original article, review articles,
case reports, discussion papers, letters to the editor,
and book reviews. AJMAS also publishes abstracts of
scientific meetings in the form of conference
proceeding. Commentaries or perspectives in the
scope of the journal that highlights the current clinical
or scientific concerns may either be considered.

Moreover, the article processing charge (APC) is
currently waived.
The current issue will be the first issue to be
published under the online ISSN number assigned by
the ISSN international center. Being an internationally
recognized and peer review journal, will give AJMAS
an inclusive distribution and hopefully, be able to get
the journal listed on different indexes. However, the
editorial board remains dedicated to the actual spirit
of open access for both authors and readers, and will
stay enthusiastic to support young authors
particularly Libyan scholars.
Finally, we will keep up our permissive copyediting
and layout editing services, owing that various
authors over the world may not sufficiently capable of
yielding a readily publishable document. We affirm
our commitment to the journal’s mission and we
invite all scholars in the journal-related field to
support us as authors, reviewers, and readers.
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